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Fig 4. Back- and Front-end database development. The
database was modelled in the MySQL Workbench (8.0.15)
and it is based on MySQL Database Service (5.5.60). This
database offers role-dependent access, allowing
automated and manual data entry by the administrator
and edit-enabled users. Simple search functionality is
accessible to general users via a simple front-end
platform, which is build with WordPress.
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Nowadays, a shift of consumers has been observed towards local- traditional products with unique and distinctive quality characteristics. Therefore, the

identification and traceability of raw materials used in plant- and animal- based agri-foods for the cross-border areas of North Aegean and Cyprus is of paramount

importance for highlighting the commercial value, preventing fraudulent practices and unfair competition, as well as safeguarding consumers’ and producers’ rights.

In this framework, DNA-based identification of the plant- and animal-derived products from both regions was performed using a combination of molecular markers,

DNA barcoding and High-Resolution Melting Curve (HRM) analyses. For the plant samples, amplification of the trnL (chloroplast) and ITS2 (nuclear) regions was

performed by DNA barcoding analysis followed by sequencing. The expected relationship between the different plant species was observed, and intra-specific

polymorphisms were identified. Additionally, animal-based products were authenticated with HRM analysis coupled with species-specific primers for three major

animal species used in dairy and meat products. A total of 71 samples from Cyprus (34 cheese and 20 cold cuts) and North Aegean (12 cheese and 5 cold cuts) were

analysed. The identification cut-offs for the trnL and ITS2 sequences of the different plant species was based on the BLAST analysis with reference sequences,

whereas the HRM profiles and the percentage confidence values (CV%) were used to estimate the lower threshold for the determination of authenticity. The derived

sequences from plant and animal species and the analysed genetic identification data have been organized and stored in a local database using the MySQL database

management tool. The results of the genetic analyses have been used for the development of a certification pipeline. The local and traditional products awarded

with the certification signature will strengthen the competitiveness of agri-food enterprises and rural entrepreneurship by facilitating the commercial exploitation of

these products in domestic and international markets.

Animal-based product authentication with High 
Resolution Melting (HRM) analysis

CDLOOP for goat DNA, and (C) ODLOOP
sheep DNA. The melting curve profiles of the
samples were compared to the
corresponding controls to assess product
purity. Percentile values in brackets indicate
the analysis confidence values. In several
samples, such as haloumi cheese, the HRM
confirmed the composition indicated on the
packaging, whereas in other samples
authentication deviated from the information
on the label.
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Type Marker Method Cut-off value

Plant-based 

products

trnL DNA barcoding

(BLAST analyses)

≥ 98%

ITS2 ≥ 95%

Animal-based 

products

CDLOOP
DNA barcoding

& HRM

≥ 85%

ODLOOP ≥ 85%

BosTaurus12S ≥ 98%

Fig 2. Neighbour-joining phylogenetic tree of
plant species and products. This tree was
generated by the concatenation of the trnL and
ITS2 alignments for 35 plant species and
products with 1000 bootstrap replicates using
MEGA X. Phylogenetic trees reconstructed from
the alignment data are used to infer
phylogenetic relationships amongst species.

Fig 1. Multiple sequence alignment of 46
plant species and products. The generated
trnL and ITS2 DNA barcoding sequences for
the 46 samples are aligned to assess sequence
similarity and infer sequence homology
amongst species. This figure is part of the trnL
alignment. Each line represents a different
plant species.

Plant identification with DNA barcoding

Table 1. Cut-off values of the molecular identification for plant 
and animal-based products from N. Aegean and Cyprus.

Identification cut-off values & 
certification signature
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